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This guide is aimed at helping you
look at all aspects of your business
with a view to improving productivity.
It focuses on the processes and
systems with practical suggestions
for initiatives that will result in
better margins, improved cash
flow and greater sustainability.
If you have more pressing concerns
about your business than those
covered by this guide then you should
expect to find an appropriate solution
or source of help on my website at
www.onlineturnaroundguru.com.
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01.

INTRODUCTION

Productivity is essentially a measure of the output from
effort by people, process, equipment and all manner
of activities that might be measured. Measuring
productivity is key so that the results can be used
to monitor the systems and success of initiatives or
compared with previous results and those of others.
At a national level improvements
in productivity are an indication
of the health of the economy.
The recent improvement of UK
labour productivity in the three
months to September 2017 by
0.9% announced by the Office
for National Statistics (ONS)
was welcomed, albeit national
productivity was still way below its
pre-2008 Financial Crisis level.

Options for making improvements
include systems tools for
fundamental change and initiatives
for immediate adoption.

In the same way that productivity
is seen as a measure of national
economic health, it is also a
measure of the health of a business
where flabbiness and inefficiency
are the result of complacency. For
most organisations this is the norm
since they are normally protected
by vested interests or at least a lack
of desire for change. Confronting
and tackling vested interests
can bring criticism and create
enemies but will be necessary if
you are to improve productivity.

The initiatives are organised
by industry sector in the hope
that you might introduce some
to your own business.

This guide therefore is intended to
introduce you to practical solutions
for improving productivity in your
business and to help you deal with
any vested interests that might
seek to sabotage your initiatives.
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The systems tools are based on
those that have helped some major
companies become world leaders.
Adopting them is likely to involve
fundamental change to operations
and the way you run your business.

In striving to build a great
business, like those who have
become world leaders, you
should not be satisfied with
mediocrity. Improving efficiency
is the result of constant vigilance
to identify areas for making
improvements and then following
through with using the right
systems tools and implementing
new initiatives for change.

CONTINUED 
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INTRODUCTION | CONTINUED
To remain competitive, a business
needs to monitor its performance
by consistently scrutinising all
aspects of the business that
relate to costs, quality and time
so that efficiencies can be made.

“The best-performing
companies typically
adopt a philosophy of
relentless change, striving
and progress – a sense
of being dissatisfied
with the status quo”
Luke Johnson,
Risk Capital Partners

Goals & business model
Every business relies on goals and
a business model with a strategy
and plans for achieving those goals.
Too many businesses try to do
too much where simplicity and
focusing on doing a few things well,
possibly in-house with outsourcing
everything else, can make
success much easier to achieve.

© K2 Partners Ltd 2018
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As part of any business model
there is a balance to be struck
between price, speed of response
and quality. Prioritising these is
fundamental to the business model
and everyone in the business
should be clear on which elements
of the mix are most important
so that they become the main
focus for making improvements.
Once goals and business model
have been determined then
all aspects of the organisation
can be tailored to achieving the
goals efficiently and profitably.

A key aspect
of productivity
is to do a few
things well. This
requires focus
and discipline
to ensure goals
are clear and
the business
model is simple.
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INTRODUCTION | CONTINUED
Teamwork and organisation
– A system of systems

Staff buy-in & ownership
of initiatives

A system comprises functional
components that are designed
to operate together to provide
a consistent quality of service
with minimal effort.

Ideas for improvement can
come from anywhere and
anyone, so it makes sense to
be receptive to new initiatives
and in particular encourage and
listen to employees working ‘at
the sharp end’ since their ideas
are likely to be owned by them.

The organisation of a business
should be regarded as a system
of systems. While externally the
business is viewed as a single
entity, internally it comprises
many people who are normally
organised into teams that do
specific activities. Each team might
perform a business function such
as sales, marketing, manufacturing/
service provision or customer
services to deliver the product
or service. Others might handle
support functions such as finance
or HR and larger firms might have
other teams that focus on strategy
or research & development. These
business functions work together
as defined by business processes
that either produce the product
or drive quality and performance
into the practices of the teams
producing the products. This
interaction between the business
functions is the system of systems,
and by understanding it a business
can be managed however large
and complex it becomes.

The origin of a new initiative helps
improve the prospects of the
buy-in by staff where all too often
a manager’s good idea does not
get put into practice. Instead of a
top-down (management) approach
to coming up with initiatives, I
would advocate a bottom-up
(staff) approach. While it might
take a little longer and involve a
different culture or at least some
staff workshops to come up with
ideas, they are more likely to work.
Staff buy-in is covered in greater
detail in the personnel section below.

CONTINUED 
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INTRODUCTION | CONTINUED
Scoping the subject
In order to cover this huge subject
I have broken it down into sections
that stand alone so you don’t need
to read the whole document.

àà

Systems tools – these
essentially cover the
proven tools used by
different industries to
improve productivity

àà

Automation including plant
& equipment – this looks at
how the right equipment can
contribute to productivity

àà

Personnel – this looks at
teamwork and how workers
can contribute to productivity

àà

Sectors – the major industry,
market & business sectors
are listed at the end of the
guide with ideas for initiatives
that you might consider

Essentially the sections cover
the following topics:
àà

Core elements of productivity –
covers the core elements that
are the focus for improvement

àà

Types of improvement – looks
at the generic approaches
to improvement

àà

Measuring productivity –
covers the information needed
and reports that might be
produced from data as a means
of monitoring productivity

àà
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These are covered in greater
detail in the sections below.

Teamwork & organisation –
covers the need for people to
work together as teams and
for teams to work together as
part of a system of systems
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02.

CORE ELEMENTS OF PRODUCTIVITY

Optimising productivity assumes you have
the right balance of core elements.
The core elements are those
ingredients that distinguish
your company’s products
and services from those of
competitors. Essentially they
are the basis of your unique
selling proposition (USP) and
the result of a resolved trade-off
between the different elements.
The core elements therefore, are
Quality –
product & service
Cost
Speed
An extreme example of the tradeoff between the core elements is
the difference between exclusive
haute couture garments made
by high-fashion labels and those
mass-produced clothes sold in
the High Street. In the former the
focus is likely to be on the quality
of materials used, originality
of design, quality of finish and
service such as fittings. Production
most likely will be done by hand
using highly skilled dressmakers.
In the latter, the focus might be
on cost and speed to market.
Production most likely will be
automated where possible and
using factory processes.

In both the examples above
productivity is still key to making a
profit and the challenge is which
core elements should be the focus
of initiatives for improvement.
Product quality – goods & services
Product quality depends on
the quality of materials used,
manufacturing equipment and
the ability of its operators.
We are all aware of the enormous
cost of defective goods whether
replacement or refund. The best
way of reducing this is to ensure
that quality is built into every
stage of the order and purchasing
systems, production processes and
carriage/delivery to ensure product/
service quality is as expected.
Product recalls are the result of a
failure in the design, purchasing
or production systems.
Branding also contributes to
product quality. Should the
packaging of goods reinforce
the perception of quality such as
for the sale of high value beauty
products or should it reinforce
your values and claims if you
have them for being ethical or
environmentally friendly?

CONTINUED 
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CORE ELEMENTS OF PRODUCTIVITY | CONTINUED
Service quality –
customer experience
Service quality essentially
depends on consistency,
customer expectations and their
experience. A relentless focus
on service quality is key to the
success of many businesses.
Realistically service quality is
entirely down to how customers
feel about their experience of
dealing with your business in
every aspect. This means presales handling of their enquiry,
through to post-sales follow up to
check they are happy. Your sales
staff, receptionists or telephone
call handlers are likely to be your
customers’ first experience so
they are key to creating the right
image and reinforcing your brand
values. How do customers feel
when they are left on hold in a
queue or speak to an automated
call directing system or asked to
leave a message? Alternatively
your website may be a customer’s
first or indeed only experience of
your business, download speeds,
ease of use, information available,
ability to place an order or making
payments are all factors that
influence a customer’s decision to
continue or abandon their interest.
Post-sales service quality is also
key to retaining customers, loyalty
and repeat business. All too
often the delivery experience, in

particular of goods, is ignored.
How do your delivery staff, whether
in-house and outsourced, interact
with your customers? What do
they actually say? What forms
are signed? What information is
provided? Where do they leave
goods if no one is at home? Do they
clean the site after doing work? Do
they look customers in the eye?
Example: McDonald’s
Restaurants have broken
down the whole process
of dealing with each customer
and train their staff to deliver
it in a consistent way that
reinforces their reputation
for service quality.
Some firms seek to delight their
customers or at least exceed
their expectations. While in
some instances the high cost of
enhanced service makes aspects
of it prohibitive, there are however
myriad ways of ‘going the extra
distance’ for your customers.
None the least is keeping them
informed of progress of an order
or the tracking of its delivery.
Often online retailers are asked to
deliver goods for a special occasion
even when the order is placed
after a deadline that means the
standard delivery won’t arrive on
time. While you may not be able
to absorb the cost every time, in
exceptional circumstances you
might consider an express delivery.
CONTINUED 
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CORE ELEMENTS OF PRODUCTIVITY | CONTINUED
Complaints handling is a key
aspect of service quality and
one that provides scope for
establishing a good reputation.
We have all had good and bad
experiences of this and are aware
that it can be expensive due to
the resources needed to deal
with the complaint. We also know
that failing to deal with complaints
may lead to an escalation that
takes up management time or
in some instances bad publicity
leading to reputational damage.
Returns and refunds are another
area covered by service quality
in the way these are dealt with.
If handled badly they can lead to
dissatisfied customers and possibly
reputational damage. Customers
should be aware of clear policies
and staff need to be trained to
manage customer expectations. It
may be legally within your rights to
reject a return or refund but some
flexibility may be needed if you
are to avoid reputational damage
or losing a long-term customer.

Cost
Cost is determined by a number
of factors including those directly
related to the product or service
such as materials, labour costs,
equipment and delivery. In addition
the sales and marketing, customer
support and overheads such as
premises, insurance, compliance
and all manner of back-office
costs need to be recovered
before a profit can be made.
If you are in a highly competitive
sector then it is key to find a market
that avoids a “race to the bottom”
with constantly lowered prices to
win work from competitors. Even
in a crowded market your goods or
services can stand out if you offer
reliability, perhaps better quality,
originality and a good after-sale
service but whatever you do you
should avoid pricing work at a loss
unless is really is a loss leader that
results in profitable orders/work.

Example: John Lewis, the UK
chain of high-end department
stores, are well known for
their service quality which is
reinforced by their staff who
have discretion to provide
refunds and compensation
to customers who are
unhappy. This is justified
by the loyalty and life-time
value of their customers.
CONTINUED 
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CORE ELEMENTS OF PRODUCTIVITY | CONTINUED
Speed

The right balance of core elements

Speed relates to response and
delivery times and is more to
do with customer expectations
and whether you can manage
them against the speed of your
competition. You need to be
realistic with your customers
about what you can achieve and
whether the price justifies the extra
effort such as working overtime.

Customers will normally demand
the highest quality, at the lowest
price and often in the shortest
possible timescale. As I have
already stated, realistically
they cannot have all three.

Given your fixed costs and
production time you should
decline orders from customers
if they are unreasonable. You
should not feel obliged to accept
every approach from a potential
client as not all business will be
profitable and especially when
demands are incompatible
with the values and business
model you have established.

© K2 Partners Ltd 2018
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As already mentioned, improving
productivity relies on being clear
about your goals and the business
model. Among other benefits these
deal with the trade-off between
quality, cost and speed of delivery.
It may be acceptable for you to
take longer to deliver goods, even
longer than your competitors,
providing you have a clear
competitive advantage such as
better product quality or more
competitive prices. But be aware
of the new competitor that
comes along offering these but
who can beat you on delivery.
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03.

TYPES OF IMPROVEMENT

There are a number of types of improvement
that you might consider so I have broken them
down into logical categories as follows:
Fundamental change

change is risky and many such
initiatives fail due to flawed
planning and implementation.
Fundamental change can
be driven by leadership,
opportunity, new technology
or the financial situation.

Step change

Incremental change

Here are some examples:
àà

Introducing a major systems
and process management
tool such as Just-in-time
manufacturing, Lean
production or Kanban as
covered in a section below

àà

Introducing enterprise
management software

àà

Introducing automation or
new production methods

àà

Reorganisation to remove
layers of the organisation
or change roles

àà

Reorganising operations
to outsource key parts
of the business such as
manufacturing or fulfilment

àà

Major changes to the
supply chain such as
sourcing materials from
China instead of Europe

àà

Building a new capability
such as a factory

Continuous improvement

A good idea
These are covered in
greater detail below.
Fundamental change
This involves a change to your
systems and the way things are
done. It is fundamental because
it impacts on staff who might feel
threatened due to the change,
whether of working practices,
roles, equipment, behaviour or
teams. It normally always involves
training and can mean a different
culture making the change very
difficult to introduce and embed.
Despite the benefits, fundamental

CONTINUED 
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TYPES OF IMPROVEMENT | CONTINUED
Step improvement

Incremental change

This is distinct from fundamental
change in that it has a minimal
impact on staff or is viewed
by them as beneficial.

Productivity is not confined to
the big changes that might be
regarded as fundamental or step
improvements, just as important
are the incremental initiatives
that only those involved can
implement. The sum benefit of
lots of initiatives can make a huge
contribution to overall productivity.

Examples include:
àà

Automation, plant &
equipment that makes work
easier for operators

àà

Automation, plant &
equipment that improves
health & safety of operators

àà

Introducing new working
practices that make
work easier or safer

àà

Changes that improve the
facilities or work environment

àà

Outsourcing activities that
were previously done inhouse or vice versa

Incremental changes need
monitoring to check they are
working. When the outcomes are
uncertain a refinement approach is
commonly adopted by split testing
the change. An example of this is
to trial two similar web pages as
lead pages improving the rate of
referrals with each being slightly
different or each being promoted
in a different way. Another example
is to send two different promotion
emails to two different databases
and measure the response. Each
of these methods of split testing
will provide the data for analysing
which message is best as part of
a process of incremental change.

CONTINUED 
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TYPES OF IMPROVEMENT | CONTINUED
Continuous improvement

A ‘good idea’

This is more a business culture
that promotes engagement by
staff and supports lots of ongoing
initiatives for incremental change.

Many improvement initiatives often
start off as a ‘good idea’, all too
often a manager’s ‘good idea’ that
is handed down for implementation.

We are all aware of elite sports
personalities who have attributed
much of their success to the
incremental contribution from
different aspects of their training
regime including diet, sleep,
physiotherapy, psychology,
clothing, etc. Their drive is to
improve upon their previous
results with the eventual goal
of beating their opponents.

While a ‘good idea’ may be
just that, good, it is unlikely to
work without buy-in from staff
and some level of thought. I am
simply trying to point out that new
initiatives need consideration
and planning to be successful.

Like athletes the best performing
companies adopt a philosophy of
relentless change with everyone
striving for progress by not being
satisfied with the status quo.
A relentless pursuit of efficiency
by everyone is essentially
a process of continuous
productivity improvement.

© K2 Partners Ltd 2018
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04.

MEASURING PRODUCTIVITY

In order to improve productivity, it is necessary to
measure something, normally the results in the form
of output data from the activity being measured.
This data can then be used to
identify and monitor improvements
that result from initiatives to
improve the activity and make
adjustments as necessary. The
process becomes iterative as new
results are measured to confirm the
improvements and make further
adjustments. This might best be
regarded as a productivity cycle.

I shall focus on collecting
quantitative data since this is
easier to use for measuring
performance and monitoring
improvements. Despite this focus
qualitative data is also useful
and in particular when carrying
out surveys such as of customer
satisfaction although these even
ask for a grade so they can be
codified as quantitative data.

Measure

Tweak

CONTINUED 
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MEASURING PRODUCTIVITY | CONTINUED
There are a number of ways
that activity can be measured,
monitored and analysed. The
key is to collect information that
allows you to monitor activity
against your goals and forecasts.
Most companies report financial
data although this is a lag
indicator that can take some
time to produce. It is often better
to find other information that
drives the financial results.
While financial information is
important, it is driven by activities
that might be monitored so you
have more up to date information
than accounts. This in turn can
be used for making quicker
decisions about making changes.
There are lots of ways of collecting
non-financial data although they
often need to be built into your
process, for example a promotion
initiative such as an advert might
have a promotion code that is used
to track the number of enquiries
from the advert. Another example
might be to use a dedicated VOIP
phone number on the advert
instead of a promotion code
where a report from the phone
provider will give volume and
time data for each call that can be
analysed. Both examples are ways
of measuring the same activity.

Data is essential as it is the
source information for monitoring
and analysing results which in
turn should be related to the
goals and used to tweak the
plan. Get this right and you will
improve your future results.
There are a myriad of ways
capturing and using data and
each business is different so you
should find data that is right for
your business. Here are some
examples broken into financial and
non-financial categories of data:
Financial reports and data
Accounting software can produce
most reports providing it is set up
and the right data is entered.
Given that all companies need
accounts I recommend you decide
what reports you want and get
someone who is familiar with the
software to help set it up and train
those involved with inputting the
data and producing reports.

CONTINUED 
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MEASURING PRODUCTIVITY | CONTINUED
Here are some examples:
àà

Financial reports eg
profit & loss

àà

Customer reports eg
sales & profit by market
segment/ by customer

However it is collected, nonfinancial data can be used
to monitor productivity.
Here are some examples:
àà

Collecting and
monitoring CRM data

àà

Track marketing initiatives
by collecting quantitative
data eg telephone reports/
direct marketing campaigns
and responses/ emails
sent and responses

àà

Track website activity
using embedded code

àà

Google analytics – provides
a huge amount of core
data for marketing

àà

Project/ product reports
eg sales & profit by
product category/ by SKU
(stock keeping unit)

àà

Stock reports eg stock turn/
age profile/ stock turnover

àà

Time based reports to
track success of specific
marketing initiative

àà

Promotion expenditure
by initiative

àà

Time based reports following
a specific marketing initiative

àà

Track social media using
analytics eg Twitter/ Facebook

àà

Promotion expenditure/
by initiative

àà

Sales information
by salesperson

àà

Order tracking systems can
track every step of the process
from initial inquiry to delivery

àà

Bar codes can be used to
track parts and goods

àà

Response handling times

àà

Returns & refunds

àà

Units per person

àà

Customer feedback

àà

Telephone reports – measure
number and length of call
for each phone number

Non-financial reports & data
Machines and software generally
produce pre-set data whether
in the form of a counter or more
detailed data. Like accounting
software some can be programmed
to produce tailored reports.
In addition to pre-set data, most
processes can be designed to
capture data although the cost
can be a consideration, especially
if it is done manually by staff.

CONTINUED 
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MEASURING PRODUCTIVITY | CONTINUED
àà

àà

Email tracking – monitor
number sent, number
opened, number replied

àà

Embedded code on website
pages – track activity

àà

Google Analytics – provides
a huge amount of core data
but be aware of your GDPR
obligations for website
visitors to opt-in if you want
to capture their data

àà

Twitter analytics

àà

Facebook insights

àà

Hootsuite Insights –
consolidates data from
all social media platforms
but experts use the data
from each platform

àà

Adobe analytics – like Google
Analytics but ranks lower

àà

© K2 Partners Ltd 2018

Database reports – track
direct marketing campaigns
and responses

Moz SEO - focuses on key
words but is paid for unlike
Google Analytics which is free
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Key advice
àà

The secret to measuring
and monitoring activity is
to automate the capture
of data and the generation
and distribution of reports
to those who need them

àà

Keep the system simple
by identifying a few key
metrics and minimising
the number of reports

àà

Reports should be easy to read
and understand with colour
coding to highlight exceptions
and graphs to show trends

àà

Consider measurement in
terms of a quality or systems
eg a quality engineer might
carry out inspections to check
items meet the specification
but another person might
check the quality engineer is
carrying out the inspections

àà

Measuring and monitoring
information is a waste of
time unless it is acted on
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05.

T E A M W O R K & O R G A N I S AT I O N

It is necessary to organise people into teams with
clear roles defined for each individual and each team.
In this way activities can be carried
out efficiently by teams of people
who know what is expected of them
as team members. Teams also need
to know who they work with other
teams to share knowledge and
transfer or hand over work as part
of an integrated system or process.
Internal teamwork
Great teamwork can significantly
improve productivity while
divisive teams can undermine
efficiency. Getting teamwork
right requires getting the culture
right and involves investment in
communication to clarify roles and
responsibilities and how people
work together as part of a team.
One key aspect to consider
is whether or not people are
incentivised as individuals or
as part of a team. The setting
of goals and monitoring of
activity will have an impact on
how people work together.

External teamwork
Making sure that the different
functions work together
successfully is key to efficiency.
The hand over/ interfaces need
to be clear to avoid unnecessary
work and delay and eliminate
waste. The sharing of information
is also necessary to avoid
duplication of effort as part
of improving productivity.
Organisation & reorganisation
As your business grows it is
likely to require reorganisation.
The level change and impact on
people will depend on the type
of improvement sought – see
above. These initiatives will be
implemented by people where a
change in their working practices
may be necessary but can be
difficult if not owned by them.
Planning for and implementing
new practices will involve
much communication and most
likely some training to stop
doing things the old way and
start doing them differently.

CONTINUED 
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T E A M W O R K & O R G A N I S AT I O N | C O N T I N U E D
Documentation
It is ideal to have appropriate
documentation that deals with
teamwork and organisation.
This might comprise of:
àà

àà

© K2 Partners Ltd 2018

KPIs – goals and targets
to measuring and
reviewing performance
Quality manual – to
define functions, teams
and processes, and
how they interface

àà

Non-conformance system
– to record problems both
cause and effect and log
how they were dealt in the
first instance. This system
is key to identifying repeat
problems and any related
defects in the relevant
systems so the system can be
adapted to avoid repetition
of the original problem

àà

Employee handbook – to deal
with behaviour and what is
expected of individuals and
how managers should deal
with people related matters

19

àà

Working instructions – the how
to do things such as operate
equipment or process data

àà

Reports and forms – record
keeping and monitoring

àà

Budgets and plans – planning
documents for finance,
production and maintenance

àà

Organisation chart – to
identify resources and roles

àà

Monitoring and reviewing
procedures – reporting
documents for internal and
external oversight teams (like
financial auditors) to provide
feedback for improving
productivity, avoiding
duplication and reducing waste
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06.

SYSTEMS TOOLS

As referred to above, every business is a system
of systems, in practice activities are broken
down into processes and sub-processes.
While processes can be reduced
to an optimal level, the level is
determined by the output. At one
end of the spectrum a process
can do the same job every time
and can be optimised to do this
to a consistent quality, within a
consistent time frame and for
a consistent cost. Improving
productivity aims to optimise the
process by making improvements
to each level of consistency.
Most businesses have a large
number of processes, some
simple, others complicated where
reducing them to ever more
simple sub-processes makes
it easier to improve efficiency.
Improving each and every
process is essential for most
businesses to remain competitive.
Sometimes the improvements
might be incremental while
others may require fundamental
change as already discussed.

Here are some systems tools
that you might consider using:
àà

Just-in-time (JIT)
manufacturing – JIT aims
to manage the delivery by
suppliers where its extreme is
the delivery of the part to be
fitted on a production line. JIT
introduced a number of stock
administration benefits since
there was no need to hold and
therefore account for stock.
It also improved cash flow by
removing the need to tie up
cash in stock and only having
to pay for items that are used.
JIT has spawned a number of
alternative approaches that are
essentially the same whether
cycle time management, timebased competition, quickresponse manufacturing, and
pull-based production systems;

CONTINUED 
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SYSTEMS TOOLS | CONTINUED
àà

Lean production (Lean) – Lean
is founded on the concept of
continuous and incremental
improvement of products and
process while eliminating
redundant activities as being
wasteful. Lean identifies
waste in all its forms and
aims to reduce it over time.
By eliminating waste, quality
improves and production time
and costs are reduced. Lean
is less about actual waste
reduction but more focused
on efficiency by improving
the smooth flow of work to
steadily eliminate inefficiency
through the system rather than
‘waste reduction’ per se. Lean
exposes any quality problems
and thus waste naturally as a
consequence. The advantage
claimed for this approach
is that it naturally takes a
system-wide perspective.
Lean has spawned a number
of alternative approaches that
are essentially the same. Six
Sigma – this is a data-driven
approach and methodology
for eliminating defects. It uses
a set of techniques and tools
for process improvement that
seeks to improve the quality
of the output of a process
by identifying and removing
the causes of defects and
minimising variability in
manufacturing and business
processes. Each Six Sigma
project carried out within an

organisation follows a defined
sequence of steps and has
specific value targets, for
example: reduce process cycle
time, reduce pollution, reduce
costs, increase customer
satisfaction, and increase
profits. One tool, the DFSS
(Design For Six Sigma) uses a
5-phase approach to improving
the design of systems based
on the acronym DMADV:
•

Define – establish goals
that are consistent with
customer demands and
the enterprise strategy

•

Measure – identify
CTQs (Critical To Quality
components of the
system), measure the
CTQs, measure product
capabilities, production
process capability,
and measure risks

•

Analyse – consider
alternatives

•

Design – identify the
optimal alternative
from analysis in the
previous step

•

Verify – confirm the
optimal alternative, set
up pilot runs, implement
the production process
and hand it over to the
process owner(s)

CONTINUED 
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SYSTEMS TOOLS | CONTINUED
àà
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Kanban – this is essentially a
demand-driven stock ordering
system that was developed
by Toyota as an aspect of the
JIT. Each stock item is held in
locations referred to as ‘bins’
between the supplier and
the production line where it
is fitted or used. Each item of
stock or bin is tagged with a
‘kanban card’ such that when
the item is used or when
the bin is depleted at the
production end of the supply
chain it pulls replacement
items from bins further back
up the supply chain. Kanban
can also be broken down
into production (P-Kanban)
and transportation (T-Kanban)
processes since it also tracks
the stock as well as managing
demand. It is also regarded as
central to enterprise resource
planning (ERP) systems now
that it has become electronic
(E-Kanban) with real-time
demand management
based on data systems to
optimise stock levels by
better tracking supplier lead
and replenishment times;

22

àà

End to end - An efficient order
tracking system that covers
every step of the process from
initial inquiry to delivery with
the customer will be crucial not
only to dealing with customer
inquiries but also in monitoring
the process to identify where
something may have gone
wrong or could be done better.
In fulfilling orders it is important
from the start to be clear and
realistic with the customer
about lead times and then
making sure they are met;

àà

Return on Investment (ROI)
– this looks at the profit
derived from investing in
a resource or activity;

àà

Cost-benefit analysis
– this is another way at
looking at ROI albeit more
practical as it tends to look
at alternatives and seeks to
identify the optimal one.
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A U T O M AT I O N I N C L U D I N G P L A N T & E Q U I P M E N T

Plant and equipment offers scope for increasing
quality and speed and in some instances for reducing
cost whether by automating processes or helping
staff perform tasks using sophisticated equipment.
How important is having
cutting edge equipment to your
competitiveness in your sector?
How old is your equipment? Can
you afford to upgrade it? How
much does it cost to maintain and
repair? How much is the downtime
cost while maintenance is being
carried out? Have you done a
comparison of cost between
maintaining existing equipment
and buying new equipment?

Factors that influence the decision
to invest in plant & equipment

Upgrading equipment depends
on both operational and financial
factors. The old maxim “if it
appreciates, buy it, if it depreciates,
lease it” is no longer entirely
applicable. Most lease provider
and service suppliers will want
to lock you in to a long-term
contract with penalties for early
termination. Indeed like secondhand cars, refurbished equipment
might be an alternative.
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A number of factors may impact
on the decision to replace
existing equipment or invest in
productivity enhancing equipment:
àà

Repair & maintenance cost
of existing equipment

àà

Preventive maintenance –
flawless running, no defects

àà

Time & impact of
equipment failure

àà

Availability of finance

àà

Productivity gains in terms of
quality, time & cost saving

àà

Skills & training required
to operate equipment

àà

ROI
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08.

PERSONNEL

“Our people are our greatest asset” is often
said, but is it really meant? Certainly your staff
are key to improving efficiency and productivity
but you cannot take them for granted.
Involving workers in productivity
improvement requires their
engagement and should include
everyone and not just employees
but sub-contractors too since
their support will normally be
needed to implement and maintain
the improvement initiatives,
and ideally to suggest them.
Productive work by employees,
workers and sub-contractors
is not about keeping their
costs to a minimum since
motivated people are generally
much more productive than
those who don’t care.

Staff buy-in
Engagement by staff involves
acknowledging their effort in a
way that makes them feel valued.
Constantly giving accolades to staff
can however have a detrimental
effect, especially when they are
not deserved. Therefore, being
relatively sparing with praise means
that when you do give praise you
really mean it. Intelligent employees
know when you are being sincere.
This isn’t about being nice, it is
about clear communication and
when necessary reprimanding staff
although I would advocate that
this should only be done in private,
without their co-workers hearing.

CONTINUED 
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PERSONNEL | CONTINUED
Rewards & incentives
Rewarding staff is different from
being paid for doing our jobs, it
is a form of recognition for effort
or contribution that is above
and beyond what is expected.
Incentivising them is aimed at
encouraging behaviours that lead
to them becoming more productive.

exceeding targets but the same
can be applied to most aspects of
a business once targets are set.
While it is generally easy to reward
performance by providing a bonus
or profit share that results from
activity, it can have an impact on
staff morale such as the decision
to reward individuals or teams.

Before incentivising them
they need some basics that
fundamentally add up to
respect: training to ensure they
have the right skills and can
use their equipment, the right
equipment and a decent work
environment, contractual rights
that make them feel valued,
and many more besides.

The benefit of rewarding individuals
is the competitive element, but
this can have a discouraging
impact on the weaker individuals.
The benefit of rewarding teams is
that this tends to reinforce peer
motivation among team members
with support for the weaker ones,
but this can become a problem if
the poor performers are bullied.

Once the basics are in place then
it is reasonable to expect staff to
do their job, albeit with the right
supervision and management.

There are no hard and fast rules
about rewards packages although
I would advocate that they should
be clearly identified with some level
of measurable performance that
the staff can realistically achieve.

If the culture is right then staff will
feel comfortable implementing new
ideas on their own initiative without
incentive. If this leads to reward and
recognition then improvements can
become continuous in a virtuous
cycle since the effort was justified.
Incentives on the other hand are
intended to inspire extra effort
in pursuit of the reward. The
most obvious example is a sales
commission payable based on

Example: Julian Richer of
Richer Sounds rewards staff
loyalty with holiday homes
and trips on the company
jet. He rewards the top retail
performing shop each week
by letting its staff use his Rolls
Royce the following week.

CONTINUED 
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PERSONNEL | CONTINUED
Culture

Facilities & work environment

As already mentioned getting the
culture right is key to productivity.
Feeling that you might lose your
job as a result of change and the
fear caused by blame if something
goes wrong are major factors
that influence staff engagement
and buy-in with new initiatives.

The facilities and cleanliness of the
place of work have an enormous
impact on efficiency. Cleanliness
and tidiness are evidence that
employers respect their staff,
especially in washrooms and
places where they change and
relax like canteens. Really valuing
staff can be demonstrated by
going further such as providing
free drinks, healthy meals, or
facilities like a gym or showers.

Productivity requires consistency
and this is in tension with
continuous improvement which
involves relentless change. A
culture that accommodates this
tension is unique since it means
staff are striving for progress by
implementing new initiatives.
Getting the right culture involves
allowing staff to try new initiatives
and to make mistakes knowing
that they will be supported
and given the opportunity to
rectify them. Blame cannot be
tolerated since this discourages
change and staff engagement.

Example: An employee
of Swan Vesta, the match
company, went to senior
management and told them
that he had a way they could
save themselves millions of
pounds in production costs
but would only reveal it if they
agreed to give him a share
of the savings they made.
His solution was to put the
sandpaper strike strip on only
one side of the matchbox.
They saved millions and he
got his share.

CONTINUED 
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PERSONNEL | CONTINUED
Initiatives for getting buy-in
There are a number of ways
for improving staff and subcontractor productivity:

© K2 Partners Ltd 2018

àà

Encourage suggestions for
efficiency from employees

àà

Reward outstanding
performance

àà

Reward suggestions and in
particular those that lead
to profit improvement

àà

Skill diversification – multifunctional workers

àà

Worker involvement – small
group improvement activities

àà

Staff meetings via conference
calls – Skype/ WhatsApp
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àà

Staff engagement –
socials/ notices/ discounts/
Christmas hampers

àà

Housekeeping – physical
organisation and discipline

àà

Review costs in relation to
what employees currently
do and whether they
could be retrained to other
more productive areas

àà

Recruitment – LinkedIn

àà

Initial interview – Skype
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09.

M A N U FAC T U R I N G

Manufacturing generally involves processes, plant
and equipment being set up and operated efficiently
by well-organised, trained and motivated people.
Every production process needs
to ensure equipment, people
and materials are all in the right
place at the right time, as well as
working to an optimised level of
capacity. Many depend on their
supply chain being integrated as
a key component of efficiency
to avoid delay waiting for parts
or materials and minimise the
time spent finding them.

CONTINUED 
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M A N U FAC T U R I N G | C O N T I N U E D
Initiatives for improving
manufacturing efficiency
àà

Product – design/ quality/
speed/ components

àà

Product design for production
– sometimes products need
to be redesigned to reduce
the cost of manufacturing

àà

Capacity vs demand

àà

Overflow of work
being outsourced

àà
àà
àà

àà

Waiting (waiting for the next
production step, interruptions of
production during shift change)

Certain tasks being outsourced

àà

Bringing critical
activities in-house

Overproduction (production
ahead of demand)

àà

Control by visibility
– communication
media for activity

Overprocessing (resulting
from poor tool or product
design creating activity)

àà

Make it right the first time
– elimination of defects

Defects (the effort involved in
inspecting for and fixing defects)

àà

Eventually, an eighth “muda”
was defined by Womack et
al. (2003); it was described as
manufacturing goods or services
that do not meet customer
demand or specifications

àà

Product packaging –
components/ assembly/ delivery

àà

Balanced flow – bottlenecks/
overflow/ monitoring

àà

àà

Demand – pull/ flexibility/ cost

àà

àà

Capacity – optimisation/
batches/ overcapacity

Setup reduction – flexible
changeover approaches

àà

àà

Defects – identify/
eliminate/ right first time

Lot sizes of one – the ultimate
lot size and flexibility

àà

àà

Layout – process/
parts & materials

Uniform plant load – levelling
as a control mechanism

àà

àà

Identify bottlenecks

Balanced flow – organising
flow scheduling throughput

Avoid operatives passing on
defective work to the next
colleague in the process

àà

àà

Fitness for use – productability,
design for process

àà

Compact plant layout –
product-oriented design

àà

Streamlining movements –
smoothing materials handling

àà

Cellular manufacturing –
production methods for flow

àà

Motion (people or equipment
moving or walking more
than is required to perform
the processing)

àà

àà

Consider packaging as part
of the production process
– where is it located in
relation to the production
line and the loading bay?
Are all components of the
plant’s layout reconfigured
to streamline process and
speed up production?

© K2 Partners Ltd 2018
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Example: “To sell more
toothpaste, make the hole
bigger” This simple idea led
to increasing the diameter of
the hole of a toothpaste tube
from 5mm to 6mm, to increase
the volume of paste squeezed
out for a given length of
squirt along the brush by
40%. Consumption increased
significantly when this was
implemented.
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R E TA I L

Retail generally involves selling bought-in goods
where the skill is to shift stock, maximise margins
and minimise the value of stock held in a way
that keeps customers coming back for more.
Shops may not need much
equipment beyond having a great
electronic point of sale (EPOS)
system to track sales and update
stock levels and possibly bar
code readers for stock takes.

Initiatives for improving retail
àà

Retail model – Store/
online/ multi-channel

àà

Promotion – direct/
catalogue/ adverts/ social

Shop and department store
retailing is changing to become
more experiential and service
focused in ways that are aimed
at encouraging shoppers to
spend more time in the store.

àà

Merchandising – display/
promotion/ offers

àà

Branding – own label/
signage/ displays/ uniforms

àà

Stock – EPOS/ bar codes/
clearance/ storage/ JIT

Online retailers and those
delivering goods require stock
picking and order tracking systems.
Consider the difference between
traditional retailers and Amazon.

àà

Policies – returns/ refunds/
trial/ staff discretion

àà

Shop staff – training/ product
knowledge/ courtesy

àà

Customer experience –
valued/ rewards/ loyalty

àà

Alternative or additional sales
channels – eBay/ Amazon

àà

Consider eCommerce and
online sales systems eg Kajabi,
QE Bot, Kartra, Simplero
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11.

C O N S T R U C T I O N & P R O P E RT Y M A I N T E N A N C E S E RV I C E S

Construction and property maintenance services
generally involve people, whether employees,
workers or sub-contractors working remotely
on sites. Sometimes they are supervised, but
most small building projects and maintenance
work is carried out unsupervised.
Your staff need to be well
briefed, well trained, have the
right materials and equipment
to do the job right first time ie.
productively. They are also your
front-line ambassadors who will be
measured by customers in terms
of their service and the quality of
their work. Getting this right is key
to your reputation and in many
instances getting repeat work.

àà

Project management –
packages/ workers/ supplies

àà

Health & safety – audit/
training/ signage

àà

Security – personnel/
equipment & materials

àà

Workers – employed/ subcontract labour/ packages

àà

Initiatives for improving
construction & maintenance

Deliveries – unloading/
storage/ control

àà

àà

Contract – fixed rate/
day rate/ value

Complaints & defects –
handling/ rectification

àà

àà

Construction plan –
risk/ scheduling

Use iPads for on-site
reports by engineers

àà

Provide on-site support to
engineers using smart phone
cameras to video problems

Example: The El Cortez Hotel in San Diego provides an excellent example of the advantage of listening intently
to employees at every level. The hotel management decided to install an additional elevator to better serve their
guests. Engineers drew up plans cutting holes through each floor of the hotel. A janitor, who was concerned with
this, made the comment that this would make a great deal of mess. The janitor was told not to worry because the
hotel would be closed to guests during the construction. The janitor suggested, “You could build the elevator on
the outside of the hotel.” At the time, this architectural concept had never been done before, but after investigation
by the engineers, it proved an idea that was worth developing, and is now commonplace in buildings worldwide.
Not only did the idea save the El Cortez thousands of dollars in lost guest revenue, employees from losing salary,
and major clean-up costs related to the construction of the new elevator.

© K2 Partners Ltd 2018
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STOCK & MATERIALS HANDLING INCLUDING THE SUPPLY CHAIN

Most businesses are part of a supply chain
whether manufacturing products, providing
services or selling goods to customers.
Traditional businesses might
be regarded as those that
involve physical goods via a
supply chain. Digital businesses,
however, are also supply chains
albeit ones that tend to use
third party technology such as
bundled solutions to provide a
service to their customers.

Initiatives for improving
stock & materials handling

Finding the right supplier can be a
problem for some sectors so the
cost of holding inventory needs
to be balanced against availability
and cost of short-notice deliveries.
Furthermore stock levels to some
extent will be influenced by core
elements as well as future orders.
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àà

Inventory (stock & materials)
– levels/ positioning/
handling/ resupply

àà

Supply chain – Kanban/ JIT

àà

Supplier options –
quality/ price/ speed

àà

Quality control – inspection
bays/ coding/ handling

àà

Stock – ordering/ audit/
slow moving/ shortages

àà

Stock – obsolete/
clearance/ disposal/ cash

àà

Supplier networks –
extensions of the factory

àà

Obsolete stock – identify it
and make decisions about
what to do with it, scrappage
may realise cash and will
almost certainly reduce the
cost of administering it

àà

Slow moving stock – is it tying
up cash? Should it be sold
off to realise cash. Consider
the cost of administering it

àà

Stock sales & clearance
programmes – eBay/
remaindered stores
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13.

SALES, MARKETING & ORDER FULFILMENT

All sales and marketing activity should be based on
goals that are constantly being measured against
actual results so that the marketing and promotion
activities are constantly tweaked to deliver the goals.
The activities can be broken down
and might be considered in terms
of a sales pipeline where some
focus on generating leads, others
turn leads into enquiries which are
followed up to become tenders
or quotations and finally orders.
The sales pipeline in turn might
be considered in terms of
managing a relationship with
new customers being different
to existing ones and loyal ones.
A suite of promotion tools will
be needed for each stage in
a sales pipeline and for the
different types of relationship.

All aspects of the sales pipeline
and relationship with customers
should be measured and monitored
with a continuous focus on
improving sales, margins, customer
experience and retention.
Consider how leads are generated,
how they are followed up, how
the actual sale is made, how the
customer is kept informed, how
problems are dealt with, indeed
all the various aspects of the
relationship with customers.
There is plenty of scope for
doing things better, here are
a few initiatives to consider:

The tracking of orders and
management of customers
requires a customer relationship
management (CRM) system.

CONTINUED 
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S A L E S , M A R K E T I N G & O R D E R F U L F I L M E N T | C O N T.
Initiatives for improving sales,
marketing & fulfilment

Order fulfilment – order
taking/ dispatch/ delivery

àà

Goals - SMART

àà

àà

Marketing mix – product/
price/ promotion/ place

Consider database options
for marketing and CRM

àà

Delivery options – in-house/
outsource

àà

Follow up – thank you note/
satisfaction survey/ offers

àà
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àà

Adjusting the marketing mix eg
price testing/ market testing/
customer focus/ product range/
seasonal demand management

àà

Promotion mix – trial/ budget

àà

Adjusting the promotion mix eg
split testing/ reallocating budget
to alternative promotion tools

àà

Tracking – enquiries/ orders/
quotes/ orders/ Ts&Cs

àà

Sales activities –
reporting/ follow up
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14.

THE BACK OFFICE INCLUDING ACCOUNTS & ADMIN

The back office is often neglected since it does not
deal directly with customers and does not contribute
to the bottom line. As such the lack of attention can
result in huge wastage and a lack of efficiency.
Accounts
Accounts normally handle lots
of key roles, none the least
managing cash and producing
management reports.

Example: One example of an
appalling waste of money that
I found was in the back office
of a manufacturing business.
Office computers had
been supplied under lease
agreements that required
three months’ notice to
terminate after the first three
years. When I enquired about
the payment it turned out
that the computers had been
scrapped but were still being
paid for by direct debit after
seven years.

No order can be considered
complete until it is paid for so a
rigorous invoicing, follow-up and
reminder and, if necessary, debt
collection might be regarded
as part of the sales pipeline
system although it is often
transferred to accounts once
an order has been fulfilled.
There is plenty of scope for
improving cash flow, the
processing of accounts and
information reported.
Admin
All businesses have a huge amount
of admin and compliance to deal
with from IT, maintaining files,
compliance, governance, health
& safety, fire regulations, property
maintenance, security, cleaning,
dealing with regulations, insurance,
administering employees etc.
Again there is plenty of scope for
streamlining the various activities.
CONTINUED 
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THE BACK OFFICE INCLUDING ACCOUNTS & ADMIN | CONT.
Initiatives for improving
the back office
àà
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Black bag Friday – get
everyone to wear casual
clothes and stop work at 2pm
to spend 2 hours going through
drawers, files, cupboards
and filling black bags with
everything that is no longer
needed. Put to one side those
items that should be moved
to deep storage. Have the
beer on ice ready for 4pm

àà

Accounts – software/ automate/
outsource/ link to bank
account to automate reports

àà

Accounts processing –
document handling/ expenses

àà

Invoicing & managing
outstanding book debts
– use online services
eg Wave Invoicing

àà

Payroll & pension –
online solutions
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àà

Credit control – train/ chase/
stop/ transfer to sales

àà

Paperless – post/ scanner/
shredded/ filing

àà

Filing – in-tray/ empty
desk/ paper-flow

àà

Priorities – cash/ goals/ ignore

àà

Phones – VOIP system with
online exchange can be had
for £1 per phone per month

àà

Can you cut overheads by
outsourcing payroll, HR
and other admin functions
such as invoicing?

àà

Use online support services
- typing/ transcription/
research/ proof reading

àà

In-house or outsource
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I hope you have found this guide useful and
that it has added to your knowledge of business
processes and systems. It has covered the
principles and key concepts of productivity
improvement that are necessary for all successful
businesses. If you feel able to comment on the
guide please do so via the feedback section of my
website at www.onlineturnaroundguru.com.
If there are other subjects you are interested in
please subscribe for my other guides or let me
know if I should add new ones. I am also available
to answer questions about your business, speak
with you personally, or meet you so please
feel you can contact me via my website at

www.onlineturnaroundguru.com

